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Many engineering problems in shipbuilding industry boil down to reducing fuel consumption 

and exhaust emissions in order to meet the current severe regulations in terms of environment 

impact and ship efficiency to cut the costs.  In this scenario, the optimization of hull free-form 

shape is key to improve the overall performance of ships by minimizing water resistance in 

operating conditions. Traditional RANSE methods most accurately model the physics and can 

provide precise resistance prediction by including non-linear wave-breaking effects[1,2]. The 

drawback is high computational cost in terms of grid requirements and most importantly 

simulation time which becomes prohibitive when it comes to optimize the hull geometrical 

shape. Also, it is still difficult to control and quantify numerical error. In this work, an 

innovative solver for calm-water resistance prediction is presented, including the results of 

validation process and a series of engineering application cases. 

In the approach detailed here, an innovative flow solver that combines RANSE methods with 

free-surface effects is employed for accurate drag prediction with fast turnaround times 

ideally suited for an optimization study. The key elements of the solver include a polyhedral 

finite-volume discretization of the water domain. The steady formulation of the governing 

equations and boundary conditions are used to pose a problem that is efficiently solved with 

conventional CFD techniques. A stabilized free-surface boundary condition for a viscous flow 

is applied to the approximate free surface and. Numerical beaches, efficient solver settings 

and a special hull boundary condition leads to a robust and accurate method for calm-water 

resistance.  

The method was validated against typical standard cases and the encouraging results obtained 



allowed to successfully deploy the solver for real engineering problems, by using the solver as 

part of an advanced framework called ECOMARINE combining ship hull free-form morphing, 

a robust automatic grid generator based on snappyHexMesh, a free-surface viscous flow 

solution and advanced multi-objective optimization methods [3].  

 

Figure 1 – Free-surface elevation field computed by ECOMARINE solver 

Finally, an overview of the work currently in progress to enhance the performance, robustness 

and range of applicability of the ECOMARINE solver is also provided, including the addition 

of propulsion models and assessment of trim and sinkage. 
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